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in speech and in the press, and by complaining to Paris
that the colonial government was to blame for all their failures.
The need of a remedy for this state of affairs was shown by Sarraufs
of an expert named Boudillon to study the concessions
and to suggest a programme. Boudillon's report (1912-15)
the evils of having such a variety of legislations. The same
be successively or even simultaneously justiciable under
two	and sometimes even by two courts, according to the
of its proprietors. Property rights and publicity of owner-
have a uniform regulation. Boudillon also pointed out the
of surveying to validate property titles, the lack of co-ordination
the state's liberality and the concessionaire's means, and the
to insist on benefits from the whole regime, Although
1913 edict had tried to simplify procedure, the stiffening of
the	to property rights, and the making of a regulation common
to til	for the first time—only distinguishing between rural
—was incomplete. The War interfered with the
of Boudilkm's su^estions in actual legislation, but his
as the basis for innumerable post-War studies of the
The then current economic prosperity of the colony
further property guarantees, and the conservation of forests
of hydraulic power- But in spite of unanimous agree-
the 1913         imperatively needed reform, nothing was done
it	1927. The difficulties involved by such a reform were
the worst need. The most ancient surveying
in	from the reign of Gia-long, was
by the obsolete limbe. In neither of these docu-
any	plan, a uniform measurement, or attempt
to	up-to-date, 'especially for alluvial land. Surveyors
in tibe form of a great diversity in popu-
*.	of property in each country, and deliberate
by tibe	who feared increased taxes. In addition,
tie	m	incapable and unsupervised. The
el the peraoniiel was much too small, and it had been
by Ac War, Tonkin, which has been the most
to be cwmxnisly expensive, and even
Ae	had had to be made.
i6c tad	raacessiom anything but profitable.
to be a mistake, not solely in
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